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This manual is organized as a reference for snipers and leads the trainer through the
material needed to conduct sniper training. Subjects include equipment, weapon
capabilities, fundamentals of marksmanship and ballistics, field skills, mission planning,
and skill sustainment.
FM 5-0 (including Change 1), The Operations Process, constitutes the Army's view on
planning, preparing, executing, and assessing operations. It describes how
commanders-supported by their staffs, subordinate commanders, and other military and
civilian partners-exercise mission command during the conduct of full spectrum
operations. It describes how design assists commanders with understanding complex
problems and developing an operational approach to solve or manage those problems
throughout the conduct of operations. This manual applies to all Army forces. The
principal audience for this manual is Army commanders and unit staffs (officers,
noncommissioned officers, and Soldiers). Commanders and staffs of Army
headquarters serving as a joint task force or a multinational headquarters should also
refer to applicable joint or multinational doctrine for the exercise of command and
control. Trainers and educators throughout the Army also use this manual. Terms that
have joint or Army definitions are identified in both the glossary and the text. Glossary
references: The glossary lists most terms used in field manual (FM) 5-0 that have joint
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or Army definitions. Terms for which FM 5-0 is the proponent field manual (the
authority) are indicated with an asterisk in the glossary. Text references: Definitions for
which FM 5-0 is the proponent field manual are printed in boldface in the text. These
terms and their definitions will be incorporated into the next revision of FM 1-02,
Operational Terms and Graphics. For other definitions in the text, the term is italicized
and the number of the proponent manual follows the definition. FM 5-0 applies to the
Active Army, the Army National Guard (ARNG)/Army National Guard of the United
States (ARNGUS), and the United States Army Reserve (USAR) unless otherwise
stated. Topics: Ch1 - Fundamentals of the Operations Process Ch2 - Planning Ch3 Design Ch4 - Preparation Ch5 - Execution Ch6 - Assessment Appendix A - Command
Post Organization and Operations Appendix B - The Military Decision Making Process
Appendix C - Troop Leading Procedures Appendix D - Guidelines for Commander's
Planning Guidance Appendix E - Army Operation Plan and Order Format Appendix F Task Organization Appendix G - Running Estimates Appendix H - Formal Assessment
Plans Appendix I - Rehearsals Appendix J - Military Briefings
"This field manual (FM) is intended to help company-level leaders understand the
principles and techniques of camouflage, concealment, and decoys (CCD). To remain
viable, all units must apply CCD to personnel and equipment. Ignoring a threat's ability
to detect friendly operations on the battlefield is shortsighted and dangerous. Friendly
units enhance their survivability capabilities if they are well versed in CCD principles
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and techniques."-From the Preface.

Today's Army is challenged by a wide range of threats and operating
environments. These challenges, plus new technologies, require our leaders to
use creative measures to provide positive protection to our Soldiers and
equipment. In April 1998, Field Manual (FM) 100-14 (FM 5-19) introduced to the
Army the first doctrinal publication on risk management. It detailed the application
of a step-by-step process to conserve combat power and resources. This
milestone manual outlined a framework that leaders could use to make force
protection a routine part of planning, preparing, and executing operational,
training, and garrison missions. Before the outset of the global war on terrorism it
became apparent that FM 100-14 would require updating to meet the needs of
the future. Army assessments also indicated that the existing manual needed to
be expanded to provide clear standards and guidance on how the risk
management process was to be applied. This led to this current revision. During
development of this revision the Army broadened its understanding of the risk
management process to encompass all operations and activities, on and off duty.
This holistic approach focuses on the composite risks from all sources rather
than the traditional practice of separating accident from tactical hazards and
associated risks. This revision has been refocused to clearly reflect the Army's
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new composite approach, and has been retitled Composite Risk Management
(CRM). CRM represents a culture change for the Army. It departs from the past
cookie cutter safety and risk management mentality through teaching Soldiers
“how to think” rather than telling them “what to think.” This manual expands the
context of the original FM by focusing on the application of composite risk
management to the military decisionmaking process (MDMP) and the Army
training management system. It further assigns the responsibilities for conducting
risk management training during initial entry training and professional military
education. It is a tool that works in conjunction with the Army's on-going initiative
to firmly attach CRM to all Army processes. It is a milestone document for the
standardization and institutionalization of the techniques, tools, and procedures
that lead to sound decisionmaking and valid risk acceptance by leaders at all
levels. This revision is a full rewrite of FM 100-14. It marks a break with the past
by integrating the CRM process into Army operations. CRM is not a stand-alone
process, a “paper work” drill, or an add-on feature. Rather, it is used as a fullyintegrated element of detailed planning. It must be so integrated as to allow it to
be executed intuitively in situations that require immediate action. CRM should be
viewed as part of the military art interwoven throughout the Army's military
decisionmaking and training management cycles.
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Little is more dangerous to U.S. forces fighting insurgents in hot spots around the
world than improvised explosive devices. It’s the weapon of choice for underfunded forces aimed to attack American soldiers with low risk to themselves. This
official U.S. manual is the complete guide to using and dismantling boobytraps.
Here you can learn how to assemble, use, detect, and remove boobytraps and
demolition items in almost any situation. With intricate and detailed diagrams,
you’ll discover how army troops can disguise boobytraps in household items
such as irons, teapots, and televisions; in structures such as window frames,
stairways, and wooden beams; and in outdoor areas, in bushes and
underground. Find out how boobytraps work, why they are used in the army, and
the tactics behind their set-up. Learn the mechanics of the various types of firing
devices, detonators, fuses, cords, adapters, blasting caps, and lighters. Also
included are detailed instructions for detecting and removing boobytraps. The
U.S. Army Guide to Boobytraps explains the responsibilities and safety issues
that should be thoroughly understood by anyone using any weapon. Any military
enthusiast will appreciate the level of detail this field manual offers.
"Field Manual (FM) 5-428 is primarily a training guide and reference text for
engineer personnel using concrete and masonry materials in field construction.
The manual has two parts: Concrete (Part One) and Masonry (Part Two). Part
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One covers the physical characteristics, properties, and ingredients of concrete;
mixtures, design and construction of forms; and with reinforced concrete and field
construction procedures. Part Two addresses the mason's tools and equipment
as well as the physical characteristics and properties of concrete blocks, bricks,
and structural clay tiles. It further explains construction procedures and methods
for these masonry units."-From the Preface.
A Comprehensive WW2-Era Army Handbook on Making and Using Camouflage Materials.
Build your library with this unabridged, high-quality World War II Civilian Reference Edition
facsimile reissue of the official US Army Camouflage Materials and Manufacturing Techniques
- FM 5-20H War Department Field Manual, 1944 release. This historic unclassified civilian
reference edition manual features the principles and procedures for constructing,
manufacturing, and employing both artificial and natural camouflage and concealment
materials for use in the field and on large structures. Contents include historic discussions on
all manner of camouflage materials that could be found, acquired, or otherwise made in the
field. Materials include paint, stains, dyes, adhesives, texturing materials, screening materials
and mesh nets, supporting materials, garnish for camouflaged items, structural materials for
support, ground and natural materials, fibers, cut foliage, locally sourced camouflage
principles, and tools and equipment for the manufacturing and employment of camouflage in
the field. Learn how things were historically done in the military for personal enrichment and
historical study by learning from the classic knowledge of the American soldier. Great for
learning the history behind the ins-and-outs of soldering principles developed by the U.S.
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military. Not just for military personnel, this book is a great gift for outdoors enthusiasts,
backpackers, campers, hikers, hunters, scouts, military history enthusiasts, and veterans! A
part of the Military Manual Series. This Doublebit Historic Edition reprint of Camouflage
Materials and Manufacturing Techniques - FM 5-20H (1944) is professionally restored and
presented from the original facsimile source with the highest degree of fidelity possible.
Available in both paperback and hardcover, readers can enjoy this historic World War II
Civilian Reference Edition reissue for generations to come and learn from its timeless
knowledge.
"This field manual (FM) serves as a guide for personnel who operate and maintain military
equipment using hydraulic-powered control systems. It includes general information covering
basic hydraulics and describes the properties and characteristics of fluids and several types of
pumps, motors, valves, and controls. This manual also deals with piping, tubing, and hoses
used to convey fluid under pressure. It describes the functions and types of reservoirs,
strainers, filters, and accumulators. It discusses the purposes and types of seals and packings
used in fluid power systems."-From the Preface.
ADP 5-0 provides doctrine on the operations process. It describes fundamentals for effective
planning, preparing, executing, and assessing operations. It describes how commanders,
supported by their staffs, employ the operations process to understand situations, make
decisions, direct action, and lead forces to mission accomplishment. To comprehend doctrine
contained in ADP 5-0, readers should first understand the fundamentals of unified land
operations described in ADP 3-0. As the operations process is the framework for the exercise
of command and control, readers should also understand the fundamentals of command and
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control and mission command described in ADP 6-0. Readers must also understand how the
Army ethic guides decision making throughout the operations process (see Army doctrine on
the Army profession).
The printed Escape and Evasion Manual is in the convenient 5 x 8 inch format. The book
contains 98 pages. The book is created, trusted and battle tested by the US Armed Forces. It
should be part of every bug-out bag and vehicle, and used by preppers, hunters, climbers,
campers, outdoorspeople, hikers and anyone looking to survive natural or man-made
disasters. Contents of Army Escape and Evasion Survival Manual Include: Evasion Movement
Navigation Radio Communications Recovery Operations Survival Medicine Personal
Protection Water Food Much More FIVE PHASES OF EVASION 1. Immediate Actions--THINK
BEFORE YOU ACT! Assess immediate situation. Assess medical condition; treat as necessary
(chapter V). Take action to protect from chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear hazards
(chapter IX). Gather equipment; move to initial hole-up/hide site. Make initial radio contact in
accordance with (IAW) combat search and rescue/special instructions (CSAR/SPINS). Sanitize
uniform of compromising information. Sanitize area; hide equipment you decide to leave. Apply
initial personal camouflage. 2. Initial Movement Move in the direction of your evasion plan of
action (EPA), if possible. Attempt to break line of sight from your initial isolating area and move
uphill if possible. Move out of area, zigzag pattern recommended. Use terrain and concealment
to your advantage. Move to hole-up/hide site. 3. Hole-Up/Hide Site Select hole-up/hide site that
provides: Concealment from ground and air searches. Safe distance from enemy positions and
lines of communications (LOCs). Listening and observation points. Multiple avenues of escape.
Protection from environment. Communications/signaling. Be prepared to authenticate.
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Establish radio contact. Drink water; treat injuries for long term. Evaluate combat needs.
Inventory equipment. Review and execute your EPA. Determine specific location. Improve
camouflage. Stay alert, maintain security, and be flexible. 4. Evasion Movement Travel slowly
and deliberately. Do not leave evidence of travel. Use noise and light discipline. Stop, look,
listen, and smell. Move from one point of concealment to another point of concealment. Use
evasion movement techniques 5. Recovery Prepare for conventional or unconventional
recovery. Select best area and prepare for use of communications and signaling devices.
Prepare to transmit position. Select site(s) IAW criteria in theater recovery plans.
Observe/report enemy activity and hazards. Secure equipment. Stay concealed until recovery
is imminent. Be prepared to authenticate During recovery: Follow recovery force instructions.
Secure weapon. Assume non-threatening posture. Beware of rotors/propellers. BUY YOUR
COPY TODAY!
As the first botanical history of World War II, Plants Go to War examines military history from
the perspective of plant science. From victory gardens to drugs, timber, rubber, and fibers,
plants supplied materials with key roles in victory. Vegetables provided the wartime diet both in
North America and Europe, where vitamin-rich carrots, cabbages, and potatoes nourished
millions. Chicle and cacao provided the chewing gum and chocolate bars in military rations. In
England and Germany, herbs replaced pharmaceutical drugs; feverbark was in demand to
treat malaria, and penicillin culture used a growth medium made from corn. Rubber was
needed for gas masks and barrage balloons, while cotton and hemp provided clothing, canvas,
and rope. Timber was used to manufacture Mosquito bombers, and wood gasification and coal
replaced petroleum in European vehicles. Lebensraum, the Nazi desire for agricultural land,
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drove Germans eastward; troops weaponized conifers with shell bursts that caused splintering.
Ironically, the Nazis condemned non-native plants, but adopted useful Asian soybeans and
Mediterranean herbs. Jungle warfare and camouflage required botanical knowledge, and
survival manuals detailed edible plants on Pacific islands. Botanical gardens relocated
valuable specimens to safe areas, and while remote locations provided opportunities for field
botany, Trees surviving in Hiroshima and Nagasaki live as a symbol of rebirth after vast
destruction.
Engineer Field Data is designed as an authoritative reference for the military engineer. It
covers everything from concreting to improvised munitions!
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